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I. Introduction
In 2016, fourteen migrant workers filed a complaint with the National Human Rights Commission of Thailand against Thammakaset Co. Ltd., alleging labor violations at the company’s chicken farm. Thai authorities found in the workers’ favor and ordered
Thammakaset to pay 1.7 million baht in unpaid compensation.
Thammakaset responded by filing more than a dozen cases against
at least twenty defendants over the next four years. These proceedings included suits alleging civil and criminal defamation and cybercrimes by the workers and by activists and journalists who had
publicized their allegations, as well as a criminal suit alleging that
two of the workers committed theft by taking their timecards to
the authorities. When a worker and an activist produced a documentary film about these lawsuits, Thammakaset filed additional
claims against them. As of this writing, charges are still pending
in several of these cases1 and have resulted in at least one criminal
conviction and prison sentence.2
Thammakaset’s suits represent an egregious example of SLAPPs,
or Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation: cases filed not
to secure relief through the courts, but to use the risks and costs
of litigation to discourage criticism or opposition. SLAPPs aim to
turn the machinery of the courts against activists, journalists, and
community members, using the superior resources of their filers
to stamp out the exercise of fundamental freedoms by their targets. SLAPPs have long been an object of study and policy-making
efforts in the Global North, with dozens of anti-SLAPP responses
implemented in the U.S., Canada, and Australia. Less attention has
been paid to SLAPPs in the Global South.3 SLAPPs are being filed
in the South, however, in ways that warrant attention from judges,
policymakers, and civil society.
This report presents the first cross-regional survey of SLAPPs in
the Global South,4 and the first rigorous comparative analysis of
anti-SLAPP policy responses undertaken in the North and the
South.

What are SLAPPs?
SLAPPs, which stands for Strategic Lawsuits Against Public
Participation, are cases filed to
use the risks and costs of litigation to discourage criticism or
opposition.
These lawsuits use the machinery of the courts against activists, journalists, and community
members. The filers use their superior resources to drag out legal
proceedings as a way to stamp
out the exercise of fundamental
freedoms by their targets.
SLAPPs have long been an
object of study and policy-making efforts in the Global North,
with dozens of responses implemented in the U.S., Canada,
and Australia. Less attention has
been paid to SLAPPs in the Global South. They are being filed in
the South, however, in ways that
warrant attention from judges,
policymakers, and civil society.
This report presents a cross-regional survey of SLAPPs in the Global
South, and is the first rigorous
comparative analysis of anti-SLAPP
policy responses undertaken in the
North and the South.

Our cross-regional survey collects over 80 instances of reported
SLAPPs in Southern jurisdictions. It reveals many common features shared with SLAPPs filed in the North, and some important
differences. Southern SLAPPs are often brought as criminal proceedings, in contrast to SLAPPs filed as civil suits in the North.
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Our analysis of anti-SLAPP policy responses identifies nine approaches that have been employed to address SLAPPs, in both the
North and the South. Based on this analysis, we set forth several
reform proposals for how further policy responses in the South
might be designed. We would recommend that anti-SLAPP coalitions in the South seek to enact protections for public participation, including at the constitutional level. We would urge the
decriminalization of defamation. And we would counsel the application of expedited dismissal procedures, cost-shifting mechanisms, damages provisions, and special penalties for SLAPP filers
in defamation cases regarding matters of public interest. Similar reforms should be explored regarding other causes of action
which commonly give rise to SLAPP suits.
This report proceeds by first briefly reviewing the characteristics
of SLAPPs filed in the North, and then undertaking a detailed survey of reported SLAPPs in the South. We then explore policy approaches that been undertaken to address SLAPPs in the North,
before turning to approaches that have been implemented in the
South. We close with recommendations for further policy responses in the South.

II. SLAPPs in the Global North
We begin by reviewing the character and features of SLAPPs in
the U.S., Canada, and Australia – the Northern jurisdictions where
SLAPPs have been most prominent.5
As noted above, the essence of SLAPPs is that they are suits filed
not primarily to secure relief, but to use the burdens of litigation
to silence criticism or opposition. Commentators have sought to
define this concept more precisely, focusing either on the subject
matter of the suit or its merits and motivations. Canan and Pring,
who coined the term in the 1980s, followed the first approach,

‘‘

The essence
of SLAPPs is
that they are
suits filed not
primarily to
secure relief,
but to use
the burdens
of litigation
to silence
criticism or
opposition.

‘‘

These cases overwhelmingly target activists, CSOs, journalists,
publishers, and leaders and members of local communities,
and seek to stifle advocacy on environmental, labor, and human
rights issues. An even larger proportion of SLAPPs in the South
are based on defamation claims than the already substantial proportion in the North. And the damages in these suits in the South
range into the tens of millions of dollars, and in many cases result
in negative rulings for those targeted.
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defining a “SLAPP” as “1. a civil complaint or counterclaim (for monetary damages or injunction), 2. filed against non-governmental individuals and/or groups, 3.
because of their communications to a government body, official, or the electorate,
4. on an issue of some public interest or concern.”6 This approach is likely over-inclusive, but may effectively identify the general class of suits raising the concerns
implicated by SLAPPs. Many commentators have followed the second approach: in
a 1992 case, for example, Judge Colabella of the New York Supreme Court explained
that SLAPPs “are suits without substantial merit that are brought by private interests to ‘stop citizens from exercising their political rights or to punish them for
having done so.’”7 While this approach does a better job of capturing the salient features of SLAPPs, it turns on subjective features that are not easily verifiable.
These definitions confine SLAPPs to civil proceedings or suits brought by private
interests. As we will see, many reported SLAPPs in Southern jurisdictions are
brought as criminal proceedings, and in some instances initiated by government
officials or agencies. We will consider below the question of whether the concept of
SLAPPs in the South should be enlarged to encompass these cases.
SLAPPs have taken a variety of forms in the U.S., Canada, and Australia, often focusing on environmental issues, development projects, and corporate practices,
and usually targeting activists and journalists. In a 2019 guide, the Protect the Protest coalition listed the following as typical U.S. SLAPPs:
A large company sues an environmental activist who has exposed
a pollution scandal, hoping that the lawsuit will scare away other
activists. A powerful business person sues a journalist for defamation after being named in a truthful, hard-hitting corruption story.
A real estate developer uses the threat of a lawsuit to silence community opposition to a new building project.8
SLAPPs in Canada “often revolve around multinational corporations that want to
conduct logging on lands to which particular indigenous people claim ancestral
rights” or clashes between environmentalists and logging corporations “over the
right to log ‘old growth’ forests”9; there have also been multiple SLAPP suits in Canada relating to land use and development.10 In Australia, the Center for Media and
Democracy has cataloged SLAPPs arising out of environmental issues, development projects, corporate practices, conduct of public officials, and animal rights
activism, featuring “large corporates suing poor activists,” “politicians suing each
other,” and “public figures suing media organisations.”11
SLAPPs in the U.S., Canada, and Australia have relied on diverse causes of action.
In a sample of U.S. SLAPPs assembled by Canan and Pring in the late 1980s, the
“typical legal charges” were defamation, business torts, judicial torts, conspiracy,
constitutional-civil rights violations, and nuisance.12 Sheldrick has suggested that
invasion of privacy is a common SLAPP predicate in Canada.13 The Protect the Protest coalition has noted that U.S. SLAPP suits sometimes allege copyright infringe-
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ment14 or trespass,15 and have in recent years increasingly relied on federal racketeering laws.16 In 2007, Ogle observed that a “new wave” of SLAPPs in Australia
was being filed based on commercial torts and fair competition laws.17
SLAPP suits in these jurisdictions have often sought significant damages. In
Canan and Pring’s sample, the relief sought averaged $7,400,000, with claims
ranging from $10,000 to $100 million.18 Typical SLAPP claims in Canada appear
to range up to CAD$5 million,19 though Tollefson reports one Canadian SLAPP
filed in the early 1990s seeking CAD$500 million in damages.20 At least one
prominent SLAPP filed in Australia has sought damages over AUD$5 million.21
Commentators have noted that in the U.S., SLAPP plaintiffs “rarely prevail,”22
while in Canada, SLAPPs are “almost invariably dismissed.”23 This is perhaps unsurprising, given that lack of merit is a common or defining feature of SLAPPs.
In Australia, in contrast, Ogle states there is “no shortage of [SLAPP] cases where
the judiciary and court system have not protected the right to free speech and the
right to protest.”24
Finally, Northern commentators have noted three principal troubling consequences of SLAPPs:
1.

SLAPP targets, in defending against suits, incur financial and psychic
costs that often compel them to settle the asserted claims and stop engaging in advocacy and critical speech.25

2. SLAPPs squander judicial resources and undermine public policies that
rely on public participation.26
3. SLAPPs may have a chilling effect on democratic dialogue and debate, as
“not only SLAPP defendants, but also those who are aware of SLAPPs and
wish to avoid being sued, cease to participate in public issues.”27

III. SLAPPs in the Global South
While SLAPPs are a longstanding phenomenon in the North, court actions targeting public participation and expression are being brought in the Global South,
as well. We turn now to a survey of these actions.

a. Instances of Reported SLAPPs in the South
To survey SLAPPs in the Global South, we have focused on collecting prominently
reported cases filed in the South which have been characterized as “SLAPPs.” The
resulting set of reported SLAPPs should not be viewed as furnishing a comprehensive or representative sample of Southern SLAPPs, but rather as providing
an initial picture of SLAPPs that are being filed in the South, as well as a sense for
where the SLAPP phenomenon is already well-recognized and how this concept
is being applied in the South.
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Thailand, India, the Philippines, and South Africa have been fertile fields for Southern SLAPPs. We will first describe SLAPPs reported in these countries, and then
consider other SLAPPs reported in the South.

i. Thailand
Myriad SLAPPs have been reported in Thailand in the last decade, primarily in response to reporting and advocacy by activists and journalists relating to alleged malfeasance by Thai companies.
One set of reported SLAPPs by Thai companies has targeted activism
regarding alleged labor violations.
In 2016, fourteen migrants from Myanmar filed a complaint with the National Human Rights Commission of Thailand against Thammakaset Co. Ltd., owners of a
Thai chicken farm, alleging labor violations at its farm. Thai courts ordered Thammakaset to provide 1.7 million baht in unpaid compensation to the workers.28 Thammakaset responded with an onslaught of litigation, filing more than a dozen cases
against at least twenty defendants over the next four years, including:
•

A criminal complaint filed against the fourteen workers from Myanmar, alleging defamation and giving false information to public officials. A court
dismissed this complaint in 2018,29 but Thammakaset re-filed these charges
in December 2018.30

•

Theft charges filed against the workers for taking their timecards to police as
evidence of long working hours. When the public prosecutor refused to pursue the case, Thammakaset filed the same case as a private criminal prosecution and included as a co-defendant a labor rights activist, Suthasinee
Kaewleklai. This re-filed case was dismissed in 2018.31

•

A criminal complaint against activist and researcher Andy Hall alleging
defamation, libel, and violation of the Computer Crimes Act, in connection
with Hall’s use of social media to publicize Thammakaset’s charges against
the workers.32 As of May 2019 this case was still pending.33

•

Criminal defamation charges against Nan Win, a worker, and Sutharee
Wannasiri, an activist, for participating in and sharing information about a
short film on Thammakaset’s suits. In a separate suit, Thammakaset is also
seeking 5 million baht from Wannasiri for alleged civil defamation.34

•

At least six other criminal defamation complaints against workers, activists,
and journalists, including for the mere act of sharing information on social
media regarding Thammakaset’s alleged activities.35 One of the defendants
in these cases, journalist Suchanee Cloitre, was found guilty and sentenced
to two years in prison in December 2019.36
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Another group of reported SLAPPs by Thai companies has
aimed at advocacy against mining operations.
In 2007, a community-based organization in Loei province began
advocating for the closure of a gold mine operated by Tungkum
Ltd., citing the mine’s alleged health and environmental impacts.
As Fortify Rights has documented, a long history of violence,
threats, and intimidation against those involved in this campaign
then followed, including the filing of numerous criminal and civil defamation claims.48 Most of these suits targeted community
members and journalists for interviews, social media posts, and
activism regarding the impacts of Tungkum’s activities, though
Tungkum also sued two of its former employees for alleging in interviews that the company had failed to pay wages due to its workers. In most instances, these suits have been dismissed or withdrawn. The local prosecutor in one case stated that a social media
post seeking investigation of Tungkum’s mining practices was “a

‘‘

Natural Fruit
filed new civil
proceedings
against
Hall and his
attorneys,
alleging
they had
‘excessively
exercise[d]
their rights.’

‘‘

The activist and researcher Hall had previously been targeted by
another set of reported SLAPPs in Thailand. In 2013, Hall contributed to a report documenting alleged rights violations at the
production facilities of Natural Fruit Company.37 Based on this
report, and on media interviews given by Hall, Natural Fruit filed
two civil defamation lawsuits against Hall, claiming total damages of 400 million baht. Two sets of criminal charges were also
filed against Hall, for defamation and violations of the Computer
Crimes Act.38 Natural Fruit itself filed at least some of the criminal charges against Hall,39 and acted as a joint prosecutor in at
least one of the criminal cases.40 In 2018, in one civil suit, Hall was
ordered to pay 10 million baht in damages,41 with this judgment
upheld on appeal.42 In 2016, in one criminal case, Hall was found
guilty of defamation and computer crimes, given a suspended jail
sentence, and fined 150,000 baht;43 these charges were later dismissed on appeal.44 Other criminal charges filed against Hall were
dismissed in 2014.45 In 2017, Hall launched his own suits against
Thai state prosecutors, police, and Natural Fruit, alleging unlawful
prosecution and judicial harassment.46 In response, Natural Fruit
filed new civil proceedings against Hall and his attorneys in 2019,
alleging they had “excessively exercise[d] their rights,” “intentionally damage[d] the Company’s reputation,” and “caused financial
loss in their business” by pursuing the 2017 litigation against the
company, and seeking 50 million baht in damages. Though the
case against Hall has been withdrawn, the claims against his lawyers are still pending.47
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legitimate expression of opinion in good faith.” In another case, the court explained,
regarding the posting of signs protesting the mine, that:
Villagers have exercised their right to complain their grievances to
relevant government agencies to solve problems within their community. It is a form of expression of their opinion with honesty;
therefore, it is a legitimate exercise of their rights …
But as of October 2018, criminal charges against a 15-year-old schoolgirl and several
journalists, for an interview given by the schoolgirl on youth environmental activism, were still pending.
In 2017, mining company Myanmar Phongpipat Co Ltd filed suit in 2017 against The
Nation newspaper and one of its journalists, alleging criminal defamation and violations of the Computer Crimes Act in connection with a report published on the
environmental impacts of one of its mines.49
Not all reported SLAPPs in Thailand have been initiated by private companies, however. In 2016, the Thai military filed a criminal complaint against three
human rights activists, alleging criminal defamation and violation of the Computer
Crimes Act in connection with their publication of a report documenting alleged
torture by Thai security personnel.50 The charges were dropped in 2017. Two criminal prosecutions of Thai academics, based on alleged violations of the Computer
Crimes Act and the ruling junta’s ban on public gatherings of five or more persons,
have also been characterized as SLAPPs.51

ii. India
India has been the site of numerous reported SLAPPs filed by companies and public officials against journalists, activists, lawyers, and
officials who had expressed viewpoints critical of the filers.
Many of these cases have featured companies targeting journalists
reporting on issues of public interest:
•

In 1996, United Phosphorus Limited (UPL), a pesticide manufacturer,
brought criminal defamation charges against a newspaper publisher and
several journalists, who had authored an article discussing UPL’s release of
effluents into a heavily polluted local river. Twenty-two years later, in 2018, a
court finally acquitted the defendants, finding that the article had been published after “due care and attention” in good faith in the public interest.52

•

In 2009, Crop Care Federation, an association of pesticide manufacturers,
brought a civil defamation suit seeking Rs 5 million in damages against the
newspaper Rajasthan Patrika and several of its employees, arguing that an
article reporting on the harmful effects of pesticide use on plant and animal
life was defamatory.53 The Delhi High Court dismissed the suit, noting that it
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“contained all the elements” of a SLAPP suit, and that “[w]hether such use,
or overuse of pesticides over a period of time, affects life, plant or human,
could be a matter of discourse, but certainly not one which could be stifled
through intimidatory SLAPP litigation.”54
•

In 2011, the Indian Institute of Planning and Management (IIPM), a private
business school, filed an Rs 500-million civil suit against Caravan magazine and other defendants, alleging that a cover story on IIPM’s founder
had been defamatory. IIPM filed its suit in the remote Indian province of
Assam, though IIPM and Caravan’s publisher were both located in Delhi.
The court in Assam granted a preliminary injunction and enjoined Caravan
to remove the article at issue, but the Supreme Court later transferred the
proceedings to Delhi and the injunction was lifted in 2018.55

•

In 2013, the Indian conglomerate Sahara India Pariwar filed a 2-billion-rupee civil defamation suit against journalist Tamal Bandyopadhyay and his
publisher, based on a book describing the conglomerate’s legal battles with
Indian authorities. The conglomerate withdrew its suit after the Calcutta
High Court enjoined the book’s publication and the publisher agreed to include a disclaimer in the book stating that it included defamatory content.56

•

In 2015, the National Stock Exchange (NSE) filed a 1-billion-rupee civil defamation claim against Moneylife magazine and its founders, based on publication of a whistleblower’s letter alleging the exchange had given unfair advantages to high-frequency traders. In September 2015, a court dismissed
the case and ordered NSE to pay Rs 150,000 to each of the respondent journalists, along with a penalty of Rs 470,000 to be paid to local charities.57

•

In 2016, Jet Airways filed defamation suits seeking Rs 10 billion against
journalist Josy Joseph and HarperCollins for publishing a book alleging
links between the airline and a noted gangster.58

•

In 2017, Indian conglomerate Essel Group filed a criminal complaint against
journalist Jay Sayta and three editors of Indian news website The Wire, arguing that a story alleging irregularities in the administration of a state lottery by an Essel Group subsidiary was defamatory.59 Essel Group withdrew
its complaint after Sayta signed an MOU agreeing not to pursue the story
further.

•

Journalists and publishers at The Wire faced another criminal complaint in
2017 from Jay Shah, son of government minister Amit Shah; the younger
Shah challenged as defamatory an article reporting drastic improvement
in his business fortunes after his father’s party came to power.60 Shah also
filed a civil defamation suit against the respondents seeking Rs 1 billion in
damages.61
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Another set of reported SLAPPs has been brought by Indian corporations –
including garment companies, pesticides manufacturers, and conglomerates
– against activists and civil society organizations (CSOs):
•

In 2006, two Indian garment companies, Fibres & Fabrics International
and Jeans Knit Pvt. Ltd., brought criminal defamation charges in Bangalore against local labor organizations that had alleged rights violations at
the companies’ facilities. A local court restrained the defendants from distributing the information in question.62 In 2007, the companies filed suit
against two European NGOs – the Clean Clothes Campaign and the India
Committee of the Netherlands – which had been raising awareness about
alleged labor violations at company facilities, alleging criminal defamation
and cybercrime. The companies withdrew their claims in 2008, based on a
settlement which included company undertakings to improve conditions at
these facilities.63

•

In 2006, Crop Care Federation filed a criminal defamation complaint against
activists who had published a report on the impact of pesticides in Andhra
Pradesh.64 The complaint was quashed by the Supreme Court of India in
2010, which concluded that “the report was not intended to harm or defame
any individual or manufacturers of pesticides.”65

•

United Phosphorus Limited has similarly filed an Rs-50 million civil defamation claim against an NGO leader, Umendra Dutt, for publicly discussing
the health effects of pesticides.66

•

In 2010, TATA Sons filed suit against Greenpeace India claiming defamation
and trademark infringement and seeking Rs. 100 million in damages and
an injunction. Greenpeace had waged an advocacy campaign against a port
project being co-developed by TATA Steel.67 The Delhi High Court denied TATA’s application for an injunction in 2011, but the case was listed for further
proceedings at that time,68 and as of 2014 TATA was still pursuing its damages claims.69

•

Greenpeace was targeted by another reported SLAPP suit in India in 2014,
when the conglomerate Essar Group filed a civil defamation suit seeking
Rs. 5 billion and an injunction against Greenpeace India and local advocacy
organization Mahan Sangharsh Samiti, which had campaigned against Essar’s development of forests in Madhya Pradesh.70 In 2014, the Bombay High
Court granted Essar’s application for an injunction, restraining the defendants from further distributing pamphlets or leaflets carrying defamatory
material.71

•

Essar’s subsidiary Mahan Coal Limited also filed a criminal defamation
complaint against three Greenpeace activists in connection with criticism
relating to Essar’s activities in Madhya Pradesh. In 2015, the Supreme Court
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of India stayed proceedings in this suit to hear arguments from one of the
defendants, Priya Pillai, challenging the validity of the criminal defamation provisions of the Indian Penal Code.72 The court rejected this challenge
in 2017, however.73
A final set of reported SLAPPs in India has been wielded by powerful individuals to retaliate against sexual misconduct allegations. In 2016, R.K. Pachauri, former Director-General of the Tata Energy Research Institute and Chairman
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, filed a civil defamation suit
seeking Rs 10 million in damages against Vrinda Grover, a lawyer representing two
women who had accused Pachauri of sexual harassment.74 As of late 2018, these
proceedings were still pending.75 And in October 2018, M.J. Akbar, the Indian minister of state for external affairs, filed a criminal defamation case against journalist Priya Ramani, based on Ramani’s allegations that Akbar had sexually harassed
her.76 Ramani’s claims were echoed by more than a dozen other women, leading
Akbar to resign from his position.77 However, Akbar’s charges against Ramani are
still pending.78

iii. Philippines
The Philippines has been the site of myriad SLAPPs over the last fifteen
years. From 2006-2007, the Philippines saw a surge of reported
SLAPPs relating mainly to advocacy against mining operations:
In 2006, the Canadian firm Toronto Venture Inc. (TVI) filed
criminal libel charges against several members of the clergy who
had publicly opposed TVI’s mining efforts in the Mindanao municipality of
Siocon. Prosecutors eventually dismissed the suit for lack of merit.79
•

•

In July 2007, Lafayette Philippines Inc., an Australian-owned mining company, brought criminal libel charges against activists at an environmental
advocacy NGO which had published a report critical of Lafayette’s mining
operations in the island municipality of Rapu-Rapu. Lafayette sought P10
million in damages.80 The charges were dismissed following the filing, by
Lafayette’s successor, of an “affidavit of desistance” indicating a lack of interest in pursuing the case.81

•

In another suit filed in July 2007, Lapanday Agricultural and Development
Corp. (Ladeco), a banana exporter, brought libel charges against Romeo
and Ilang-Ilang Quijano, a toxicologist and a journalist who had reported
on the health effects of pesticides used by Ladeco on its plantation.82 Ladeco
sought P5.5 million in damages; a regional trial court dismissed the suit and
ordered Ladeco to pay the defendants P50,000 in attorneys’ fees.83

•

In August 2007, the mining company Oxiana Philippines Inc. and its Australian partner, RoyalCo. Ltd., filed an application to enjoin 24 indigenous
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•

In October 2007, MTL Philippines Inc., a London mining
firm, filed criminal slander charges against Josie Guillao,
a community leader who had opposed its local exploration
operations.86

•

And in November 2007, a representative of the Sibuyan
Nickel Properties Development Corporation filed suit
against 85 defendants who had conducted a peaceful protest near the company’s mining site in Sibuyan Island. The
protest had been tragically disrupted by violence from the
company’s security forces, resulting in the death of one
protester.87 The company’s complaint alleged “grave coercion” and illegal assembly by the defendant protesters.88

As will be described further in Section V below, this eruption of
SLAPPs led to the promulgation of new rules governing SLAPPs
in the Philippines in 2010. Nonetheless, there have been several
more recent reports of SLAPP suits in the Philippines, primarily arising out of environmental advocacy:
•

In 2009, several members of the indigenous Ifugao community were charged with criminal violations of the Forestry Code by the state Department of Environment and
Natural Resources, which alleged that the defendants
– who had opposed a project by the Australian mining
company OceanaGold – were occupying forest lands illegally. The charges were dismissed in 2011, 89 pursuant to a
motion filed under the new rules governing SLAPPs noted
above.90

•

In 2012, Resorts World Sentosa (RWS), a Singaporean
tourist attraction, filed suit seeking P4 million in moral
and exemplary damages and legal fees against the Earth
Island Institute and its regional director, after the Institute filed a petition to prevent RWS’s export of dolphins
to Singapore.91 The defendants were found liable in August
2019 and fined USD 15,385, with the judge concluding that
they “had no ground in instituting the instant petition”
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‘‘

After a peaceful
protest against
Sibuyan
Nickel’s mining
operations
was tragically
disrupted by
violence from
the company’s
security forces,
Sibuyan
Nickel filed
a complaint
alleging ‘grave
coercion’
and illegal
assembly by
the defendant
protesters.

‘‘

leaders from barricading roads leading to exploration operations near their villages. Though a preliminary injunction was granted that month, ordering the dismantling of
the barricades,84 Oxiana’s petition for permanent injunction was denied by a regional trial court in October of that
year.85
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and “caus[ed] RWS to suffer embarrassment and besmirched reputation.”92
•

In 2016, the Hinatuan Mining Corporation filed criminal “cyber-libel”
charges against members of the Philippine Misereor Partnership, a faithbased NGO, based on a report alleging that a company barge had destroyed
small boats protesting the company’s mining operations.93

iv. South Africa
A significant number of SLAPPs have been reported in South Africa.
In a first set of cases – filed from ten to fifteen years ago – an array
of companies sought to quiet efforts by local activists to oppose
mining and development projects in their communities:
•

In 2006, a developer seeking to construct a petrol station near a wetland,
Petro Props (Pty) Ltd, filed suit against a local resident and community
association that had campaigned against the development. The developer
sought an interdict against alleged unlawful harassment and infringement
of its property rights, as well as R6 million in damages. The court dismissed
the developer’s application, concluding that the peaceful exercise of the
defendants’ right to voice concerns publicly did not infringe the plaintiff’s
property rights, and that granting the plaintiff’s requested relief would cut
short a public debate that should be heard.94

•

That same year, the mining company Anglo Platinum sought an interdict
to prevent an attorney representing communities affected by its activities
from making remarks about the plaintiff in the media. The court refused
the application, noting that “the more the publication concerns matters of
public interest, the sooner a Court should hold that the balance of convenience lies in allowing the debate to continue, unless there is clearly no defence to the defamation.”95 The plaintiff continued to pursue R3.5 million in
civil defamation claims against the respondent, however.96

•

In 2011, the developer Wraypex (Pty) Ltd filed suit against three conservationists who had lodged an objection to a proposed luxury development near
the Cradle of Humankind. Wraypex sought damages of R40 million based
on defendants’ alleged wrongful and intentional publication of false statements about the project.97 A court dismissed the case and ordered Wraypex
to pay R1 million in costs for “vexatious litigation,”98 noting: “The litigation
was purposeless from an economic point of view and if anything was more
harmful to the Plaintiff than the words complained of. At the same time
the four Defendants were unnecessarily involved in heavy expenditure in
defending the cases brought against them.”99

•

Also in 2011, African Nickel sought an interdict barring a local resident
from making media statements objecting to the grant of a prospecting li-
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cense adjacent to the Cradle of Humankind, characterizing these objections
as a “smear campaign.”100
Mining companies and staff have continued filing SLAPPs in recent years,
particularly the Australian company Mineral Commodities Limited (MRC) and its
subsidiary Mineral Sand Resources (MSR):
•

In 2016, MRC, together with its CEO Mark Caruso, brought two defamation
cases against activists who had criticized its plans to mine mineral sands on
the Wild Coast of South Africa. In 2017, MSR filed another civil defamation
suit against two attorneys from the Centre for Environmental Rights and a
local activist, based on statements during a lecture at the University of Cape
Town concerning an MSR mine in Tormin, on the West Coast of South Africa.101 These three suits together seek nearly R10 million in damages and are
still pending resolution.102

•

In 2016, the manager of MSR’s Tormin mine, Gary Thompson, brought civil and criminal defamation charges against Tossie Beukes, a journalist at
newspaper Ons Kontrei, and the newspaper’s publisher, seeking R100,000
for a report describing sexual assault charges against Thompson. These
claims were withdrawn in 2019.103

•

And in March 2019, Ikwezi Coal Mining Company instituted criminal legal
proceedings alleging intimidation and assault against activist Lucky Shabalala. Shabalala had organized a protest against Ikwezi’s operations, which
were occurring near the gravesites of a local community in disregard of a
court order. In July 2019, the prosecutor announced withdrawal of these
charges.104

v. Other Instances of Reported SLAPPs in the South
Indonesia has been the scene of at least three reported SLAPPs, all filed against
experts who provided environmental damages testimony in court proceedings:
•

In 2017, the palm oil company PT Jatim Jaya Perkasa (JJP) sued an environmental expert, Basuki Wasis, for allegedly including a typo in documents
he had presented during damages testimony in a suit against JJP relating to
fires on its concession. JJP ultimately dropped its demands (for 610 billion
rupiah in damages) following mediation.105

•

In 2018, however, JJP filed a similar suit against another expert, Bambang
Hero Saharjo, who had testified in the same underlying proceedings. JJP
alleged the inadmissibility of Bambang’s testimony and sought 510 billion
rupiah in damages.106 This suit was later dismissed.107

•

And in March 2018, the suspended governor of Southeast Sulawesi, Nur
Alam – who had been charged with (and was later convicted of) abuse of
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In Malaysia, in 2013, Raub Australian Gold Mining filed civil
claims for libel and malicious slander against Hue Shieh Lee, a local activist who had publicized health problems experienced by
residents living near a Raub processing facility. The Kuala Lumpur High Court dismissed these claims in 2016 and this dismissal
was later affirmed on appeal,110 with the Malaysia Court of Appeal noting in its decision that activists’ groups “have contributed
much to the general well-being of the society at large” and that
“the freedom of speech entrenched in our Constitution must be
construed in that context.”111
In Armenia, mining company Lydian Armenia filed at least five
civil defamation complaints in 2018-19 against local activists who
had publicly criticized the company’s operations in the province
of Amulsar.112 As of May 2019 these claims were still pending, and
one suit has resulted in an order barring a defendant, Ani Khachatryan, from disseminating information negatively impacting the
company’s reputation.
In Sierra Leone, Luxembourg-registered agro-industrial group
SOCFIN has filed at least two civil defamation suits against the
environmental advocacy organization Green Scenery and its executive director. SOCFIN filed a first suit in 2013, seeking damages
for the publication of Green Scenery reports highlighting corruption and inadequate compensation relating to SOCFIN’s development of a local palm oil plantation.113 This matter was ultimately
dismissed after SOCFIN failed to pursue it.114 SOCFIN then filed
a second complaint in 2019, based on a Green Scenery report describing the human rights implications of SOCFIN’s local activities. Proceedings in this matter are still ongoing.115
And in Honduras, in 2017, Desarrollo Energético S.A. (DESA)
filed a civil defamation suit against Centro de Estudios de la Mujer
– Honduras (CEM-H), seeking one million lempiras in compensation for allegedly false and inaccurate declarations. CEM-H’s
co-director, Suyapa Martinez, had alleged that DESA was in-

‘‘

The Malaysia
Court of
Appeal noted
in its decision
that activists’
groups ‘have
contributed
much to the
general wellbeing of the
society at
large’ and that
‘the freedom
of speech
entrenched
in our
Constitution
must be
construed in
that context.'

‘‘

power in issuing mining licenses – filed suit against Basuki Wasis, questioning the accuracy of his damages
testimony in the proceedings against Alam. Alam’s suit
sought 4.47 billion rupiah in fines and damages, seizure
of assets, and a prison sentence for Basuki.108 In December 2018, district court judges found in favor of Basuki,
ruling that his testimony as a witness could not give rise
to criminal or civil charges.109
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volved in planning the 2015 murder of human rights defender Berta Cáceres, who
had campaigned against DESA’s construction of a local dam. DESA’s suit was dismissed in March 2017.116

b. Features of Reported SLAPPs in the South
The sections above catalog 82 cases117 filed in Southern jurisdictions in the past 25
years which have been prominently reported upon and characterized as SLAPPs. It
bears repeating that this sample is neither complete nor representative. Moreover,
in many instances, we have been unable to uncover relevant details regarding the
underlying causes of action, relief sought, or ultimate disposition in these cases.
With these caveats in mind, we note certain features of the cases identified.
First, of the 81 cases clearly classifiable as civil or criminal,118 41 cases, or
slightly more than half, involved criminal proceedings. As noted above, definitional approaches in the North have limited SLAPPs either to civil cases or suits
brought by private interests, with these categories in many respects overlapping. In
many of the Southern jurisdictions explored here, however, criminal proceedings
may (and in some cases must) be initiated by complaint of the injured party. Thailand’s Criminal Code, for example, requires that certain criminal cases, including
defamation cases, be initiated by a complaint of the injured person,119 and allows
private prosecution by the injured party in most criminal cases.120 The Indian legal
system permits the initiation of criminal proceedings by injured parties with the
filing of a complaint.121 And the Indonesian criminal legal system requires that certain “complaint” offenses be initiated by complaint of the injured party.122 In these
cases, private actors may use the courts to target their critics through either civil
or criminal proceedings. Where criminal proceedings may be initiated by private
complaint, we would contend that SLAPPs should include both criminal and civil
proceedings.
Second – and recognizing the subjectivity and permeability of these labels –
the most frequent targets of cases in our sample were activists and CSOs (38
cases, or 46%); journalists and publishers (17 cases, or 21%); and leaders and
members of local communities (15 cases, or 18%). Suits against such defendants
made up 69 of our 82 cases (84%).123 44 of the cases in our sample, or 54%, arose out
of environmental or environmental health advocacy, while 25 cases (30%) targeted
labor and human rights advocacy.
Third, 75 of the cases in our sample (91%) were brought by private companies
or company officials, with 34 of these cases (41%) brought by mining companies and 28 cases (34%) brought by companies associated with agriculture.
Four cases (5%) were brought by government agencies and two cases (2%) were
brought by government officials. Of the four cases brought by government agencies,
three cases (in Thailand) targeted defendants who had criticized the government,
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SLAPPS BY THE NUMBERS
Civil or Criminal Proceedings

Causes of Action in SLAPPs

Of the 81 cases clearly classifiable as civil or criminal:

Of the 75 cases* in which causes of action were reported:

66

Defamation

8

3

Cybercrime

False testimony

49% Civil cases
51% Criminal cases

2

Illegal assembly

5

Other

* Figures do not sum to 75 because some cases involved more than one
cause of action.

Targets of SLAPPS
Note: Some cases targeted more than one category
Activists and CSOs
Journalists and publishers
Leaders & local community members
Workers
Attorneys
Expert witnesses
Academics
Clergy

Advocacy Targeted by SLAPPs

Outcomes in SLAPPs

Of 82 cases examined:

Of the 48 cases in which some disposition was reported
Environmental or

54% environmental health
Human and labor

Disposition in favor of

75% defendant

Disposition in favor of

30% rights

13% plaintiff

11% Critical reporting

6%

Ruling for plaintiff, followed
by ruling for defendant

2%

Criticism of the
government

2%

Ruling for plaintiff,
followed by settlement

2%

Allegations of sexual
harassment

4%

Settlement
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while one case (in the Philippines) targeted defendants who had opposed private
mining activities. Of the two cases brought by government officials, one case (in
India) was filed against a journalist who had voiced sexual misconduct allegations
against the official, and one case (in Indonesia) was filed against an expert who had
testified in proceedings against the official. All six cases were brought as criminal
proceedings.
In our view, these six cases may not warrant classification as SLAPPs, notwithstanding the clear threat they pose to fundamental freedoms. Extending the concept of
SLAPPs to include not only criminal proceedings, but criminal proceedings instituted by government actors, risks conflating SLAPPs and other instances of governmental repression. For conceptual clarity, we would recommend maintaining a
distinction between SLAPPs and repression originating with state actors, especially
given that policy prescriptions for addressing these two forms of abusive conduct
will likely differ significantly. With respect to criminal proceedings, at least, we
would advise retaining a focus on SLAPPs as cases brought by private interests.124
Where private interests work closely with government actors to suppress fundamental freedoms through criminalization of defenders, activists, and journalists,
this may warrant treatment as yet a third type of repressive activity, distinct from
SLAPPs and government repression.
Fourth, where the cause of action or charge was reported, the suit was based
at least in part on a defamation charge, either civil or criminal, in 66 of 75
cases (88%). Acknowledging, once again, that our sample of reported SLAPPs is
not broadly representative and that quantitative features of this sample should not
be relied upon to draw conclusions about the population of Southern SLAPPs, it is
nonetheless noteworthy that in an (admittedly unrepresentative) sample of U.S.
SLAPPs composed by Canan and Pring in 1989, defamation cases represented only
53% of the cases.125 The prevalence of defamation cases in our sample of reported
SLAPPs suggests that policy responses aimed at addressing SLAPPs in the South
might usefully begin by revisiting requirements applicable to civil and criminal defamation claims.
Fifth, 7 of the 33 cases (21%) filed in Thailand relied at least in part on alleged
violations of the Computer Crimes Act. (Our sample included only one reported
SLAPP filed outside Thailand – in India – predicated on a cybercrime allegation.)
The high incidence of such suits in Thailand underlines the special risks to fundamental freedoms which result from broad cybercrime laws.
Sixth, of the suits in our sample brought as civil actions, the damages sought
by the plaintiffs were in most cases significant. Our sample includes 33 cases for
which damages claims were reported. The amounts of these claims ranged from 2,000
USD (in the defamation suits filed by Lydian Armenia) to 130,000,000 USD (in the
suit filed by Jet Airways against Josy Joseph and HarperCollins in India), with claims
in 17 cases exceeding 1 million USD and the average claim exceeding 10 million USD.126
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Seventh, though defendants prevailed in the majority of the cases gathered
in our sample, a significant number of these cases resulted in negative or
indeterminate outcomes for defendants. Of the 48 cases in which some disposition has been reported, this disposition has been in favor of the defendant in
36 cases (75%). This includes instances where a request for an injunction has been
denied, and cases in which claims have been withdrawn or dismissed. By way of
comparison, in Canan and Pring’s sample of U.S. SLAPPs, “[f]inal legal judgments
favored targets in 83 percent of the finally disposed cases.”127 In seven of the cases in our sample (15%), the disposition was in favor of the plaintiff, including instances where the defendant was convicted, or where a judgment was rendered or
an injunction was granted in favor of the plaintiff. In three cases (6%), the parties
reached a settlement.128 And in three cases (6%), courts reached initial rulings favoring plaintiffs which were later supplanted by rulings favoring defendants. In the
criminal proceedings filed by Natural Fruit Company against Andy Hall, an initial
guilty verdict was subsequently overturned on appeal. In the civil defamation case
filed by IIPM against Caravan magazine, a court initially granted an injunction requiring removal of the article in question, but the Delhi High Court later lifted this
injunction. And in the suit brought by Oxiana Philippines Inc. against 24 indigenous leaders in Nueva Vizcaya, a court initially granted a preliminary injunction
requiring removal of barricades erected by local communities, only to later deny a
request for a permanent injunction.
Eighth, there was a clear geographic concentration of reported SLAPPs in our
sample, with 69 cases (84%) filed in Asia, including 33 cases (40%) in Thailand, 18 cases (22%) in India, and 9 cases (11%) in the Philippines; 12 cases
(15%) filed in Africa; and just one case (1%) filed in Latin America. From our
perspective, this reflects an availability bias, along with anomalies resulting from a
few instances in which specific entities filed clusters of multiple cases. We attribute
the bias in our sample to the language in which we conducted our search (English)
and the extent to which the concept of SLAPPs has become culturally prevalent in
different countries, with this prevalence itself likely a function of linguistic and legal commonalities with the common law jurisdictions of the North where SLAPPs
were originally identified and studied. Consultations with local experts in Lebanon129 and Cambodia130 – two jurisdictions lacking reported instances of SLAPPs –
has revealed an array of cases that may warrant classification as SLAPPs. Research
by the Business & Human Rights Resource Center has suggested that SLAPPs may
be widespread in Latin America, as well.131 We expect that as the concept of SLAPPs
becomes more widely known, reported instances of SLAPPs throughout the Global
South will increase markedly. The cases listed here likely only scratch the surface of
SLAPPs being filed in the South.
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IV. Policy Responses to SLAPPs in the Global North
As the preceding sections document, SLAPPs are a significant threat to fundamental freedoms not only in Northern jurisdictions, but also in the Global South, where
they have been disproportionately mobilized against activists, CSOs, journalists,
and members of local communities in order to stifle advocacy on environmental
and rights issues, including through criminal proceedings. What policy responses
can be deployed to address this threat? To answer this question, we turn now to an
examination of policies that have been undertaken to curb SLAPPs, beginning with
responses implemented in the North.
To date, Northern anti-SLAPP responses have been implemented in more than thirty U.S. states,132 three Canadian provinces (Québec, Ontario, and British Columbia),
and the Australian Capital Territory (ACT). Analysis of these responses reveals at
least nine approaches that have been employed to manage SLAPPs:
1. Enacting protections for public participation
2. Creating expedited dismissal procedures for SLAPPs
3. Endowing courts with supplemental authorities to manage SLAPPs
4. Permitting recovery of costs by SLAPP targets
5. Authorizing government intervention in SLAPPs
6. Establishing public funds to support SLAPP defense
7. Imposing compensatory and punitive damages on SLAPP filers
8. Levying penalties on SLAPP filers
9. Reforming SLAPP causes of action
We will illustrate these approaches, and the choices, benefits, and disadvantages
presented by each, with reference to anti-SLAPP measures enacted in Québec, Ontario, and British Columbia; the Australian Capital Territory; and the U.S. states of
California, New York, Washington, Minnesota, and Utah.

a. Enacting Protections for Public Participation
Perhaps the simplest response to SLAPPs may be to immunize participation on
matters of public interest.
As previously noted, SLAPPs filed in the U.S. have generally been unsuccessful on
the merits, in part because the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution guarantees
freedom of speech and the right to petition.133 Courts have interpreted the petition
clause, in particular, as providing broad protection from civil liability for a wide variety of communications to the government or electorate.134 Some U.S. anti-SLAPP
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responses have supplemented this protection. Washington State’s
anti-SLAPP law, for example, provides immunity from “civil liability for claims based upon [a] communication to the agency or
organization regarding any matter reasonably of concern to that
agency or organization.”135

Enacting protections for public participation will not, by itself,
address all the concerns generated by SLAPPs, which do not
necessarily aim to prevail in court but instead seek to drain the
resources of defending parties.138 But such protections can have
benefits. Even if SLAPP suits will often fail on the merits without
such protections, providing an affirmative defense signals more
clearly that SLAPPs will be subject to dismissal and thus helps
relieve the emotional toll that the prospect of liability imposes
on a target.139 Enunciating a positive right to public participation
also emphasizes that fostering such participation is a core value
which warrants protection even at the cost of limiting access to
the courts.140

b. Creating Expedited Dismissal
Procedures for SLAPPs
The core of anti-SLAPP responses in the North has been procedures aimed at securing early dismissal of these suits. Given that
SLAPPs operate by imposing high litigation costs on their targets,
it is undeniably important to implement procedures aimed at
truncating this litigation.141 Early dismissal schemes present complicated questions of design, however, implicating issues relating
to due process and access to the courts. An examination of such
schemes implemented in the North reveals six key choices to be
made.

‘‘

The core of
anti-SLAPP
responses
in the North
has been
procedures
aimed at
securing early
dismissal of
these suits.

‘‘

Efforts to enact anti-SLAPP responses in Canada and Australia
have sought recognition of a right to public participation. While
none of the legislative responses to SLAPPs enacted in these
countries have to date created such a right,136 the measure enacted
in British Columbia in 2001 (and repealed a few months later, to
be replaced with another anti-SLAPP measure in 2019) did afford
“protection from liability for defamation if the defamatory communication or conduct constitutes public participation.”137

The first choice is whether the scheme should focus on suits
filed with an improper purpose or suits targeting a protected class of communication and conduct. Québec’s anti-SLAPP
law, adopted in 2009, follows the first approach, providing that
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“[i]f the court notes an improper use of procedure, it may dismiss the action or other pleading.” The impropriety finding is made via a burden-shifting procedure: “If a
party summarily establishes that an action or pleading may be an improper use of
procedure, the onus is on the initiator of the action or pleading to show that it is not
excessive or unreasonable and is justified in law.”142 Utah’s anti-SLAPP law143 also
provides for expedited dismissal where a case was filed for an improper purpose, as
did British Columbia’s 2001 measure.144
By contrast, California’s anti-SLAPP law, enacted in 1992, follows the second approach. The law applies expedited dismissal procedures to cases “arising from any
act … in furtherance of the person’s right of petition or free speech under the United States Constitution or the California Constitution in connection with a public
issue.” Once a defendant shows that a suit falls into this protected class, the case will
proceed only if the plaintiff can demonstrate a probability of prevailing on their
claim.145 New York,146 Washington,147 Minnesota,148 Ontario,149 and British Columbia
(in 2019)150 have all enacted similar procedures, providing for expedited dismissal of
claims based on conduct falling into a protected category, unless the filer can show
the claim should proceed. The scheme enacted in Ontario, and closely followed in
British Columbia (2019), actually goes further, requiring a filer to show not only that
“the proceeding has substantial merit” but that “the harm likely to be or have been
suffered by the [filer] as a result of the [defendant’s] expression is sufficiently serious that the public interest in permitting the proceeding to continue outweighs the
public interest in protecting that expression.”151
The approach to securing early dismissal of SLAPPs taken in Québec, Utah, and
British Columbia (2001) has been termed the “improper purpose approach.”152 This
approach presents serious concerns, given the difficulty of proving a plaintiff’s intent in filing suit, especially at an early stage in proceedings.153 A protected-class
approach will usually be more effective in securing early dismissal of SLAPPs.
If policymakers decide to pursue a protected-class approach, two more choices then present themselves:
1. How should the protected category be drawn? If the protected category
is drawn too narrowly, it will include too few cases; if it is drawn too broadly, it will sweep in too many. New York’s scheme, which applies only to suits
arising out of opposition to an application for a government permit or license,154 has been criticized as too narrow.155 California’s measure, in contrast, required post-enactment narrowing to exclude public interest litigation and suits concerning certain commercial speech, following “disturbing
abuse” of the early-dismissal procedures.156
2. Should filers have to adduce specific evidence in order to proceed with
their claim? Because SLAPPs “masquerade as ordinary lawsuits,”157 if a filer
need only show that its claim has a basis in law, without adducing specific
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facts in support of the claim, then even abusive claims will tend to survive
dismissal proceedings.158 But requiring filers to present evidence in order to
proceed raises concerns about entrusting factual gatekeeping determinations to judges at an early stage in legal proceedings. Expedited anti-SLAPP
dismissal procedures in both Washington State and Minnesota have been
ruled unconstitutional by state courts as violating the right to trial by jury.159
This suggests another policy choice common to both improper-purpose and
protected-class dismissal procedures, the fourth overall in our running list:
whether evidence-gathering processes such as discovery should be available
before a court rules on dismissal. On the one hand, “[d]iscovery is usually the
most expensive, time-consuming and intimidating litigation stage before adjudication on the merits”;160 on the other hand, in the absence of discovery, defendants
may have difficulty showing that a case arises from an improper purpose and plaintiffs may be unable to show that a claim falling in a protected class should proceed.
Some anti-SLAPP laws, such as those in Ontario161 and British Columbia (2019),162
automatically stay all proceedings once a motion to dismiss has been filed. California163 and Utah164 stay all proceedings unless a judge orders otherwise; Québec’s
law makes suspension of proceedings discretionary, where “there appears to have
been an improper use of procedure.”165 And New York’s law does not stay discovery
while a dismissal motion is being decided.166 Wells has recommended a reasonable
compromise approach: “A stay of discovery should be imposed until a hearing is
conducted, but the judge should be allowed to grant limited discovery for purposes
of the hearing.”167
Fifth, policymakers must determine whether dismissal procedures should
mandate expedited action by courts. If expedited dismissal procedures do not
specify a strict timeline on which motions to dismiss should be heard, these motions risk languishing, but mandating that such motions must be decided within
a specific period will usually mean that other motions and cases must wait longer
to be heard. Ontario’s anti-SLAPP law provides that a motion to dismiss “shall be
heard no later than 60 days after notice of the motion is filed with the court,”168 while
California’s law mandates a hearing within 30 days of filing.169 Québec’s anti-SLAPP
legislation leaves to judges the schedule on which such motions should be heard.170
New York’s law plots a middle course, providing only that “[t]he court shall grant
preference in the hearing of” an anti-SLAPP motion to dismiss,171 and laws in Utah
and British Columbia (2019) similarly provide that such motions should be heard as
“expeditiously as possible”172 or “as soon as practicable.”173
Finally, anti-SLAPP laws providing for expedited dismissal vary in the discretion afforded to courts to rule on dismissal. The laws in California,174 New
York,175 Ontario,176 and British Columbia (2019)177 all provide for mandatory dismissal of a case once the moving party has made the required (limited) showing, unless
the filer then carries its burden (such as showing a probability of prevailing on the
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In contrast, anti-SLAPP statutes enacted in British Columbia
(2001)179 and Québec180 have afforded to courts the discretion to
determine whether dismissal is appropriate. Vesting such discretion in judges may be problematic. Discussing the case of Québec,
Landry notes: “As it stands now, there is little chance that the new
legislation will provide the courts with the incentive to quickly dismiss actions or proceedings that are not clearly improper.
Québec has a strong legal tradition of carefulness in rejecting actions that might or could be improper; such a dismissal could interfere with the plaintiff’s right to seek redress in court.”181 Scott
and Tollefson expressed similar concerns regarding British Columbia’s 2001 law.182

C. Endowing Courts with Supplemental
Authorities to Manage SLAPPs
If expedited dismissal procedures are viewed as a method of managing the aggregate costs of SLAPPs, an alternative cost-management approach is to endow courts with additional authorities to
supervise suspect cases. These approaches are not mutually exclusive; Québec’s anti-SLAPP law provides for early dismissal
of “improper” pleadings or actions, and further provides courts
“with an extensive set of powers to be used with discretion where
it only appears that a proceeding may be improper.”183 These powers include: subjecting furtherance of the action to conditions; requiring undertakings from the filing party; suspending proceedings; and imposing special case management measures.184 Though
these provisions arguably signal to judicial authorities that they
are expected to closely monitor actions to prevent abuse,185 it may
not be realistic to expect courts to wield these discretionary tools
to meaningfully police SLAPPs. As Sheldrick notes: “SLAPP lawsuits continue in Québec, and it appears that the existence of the
law has not limited the willingness of corporations to file these
sorts of cases. Even when the courts do characterize a lawsuit as a
SLAPP under the terms of the legislation, cases continue to drag
on.”186
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claim). Utah’s law mandates dismissal “upon a finding that the
primary purpose of the action is to prevent, interfere with, or chill
the moving party’s proper participation in the process of government.”178
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D. Permitting Recovery of Costs by SLAPP Targets
Shifting the financial costs of litigation from SLAPP targets to filers, particularly
through an award of costs and fees, is a frequently seen feature of anti-SLAPP responses.
In common law systems, there are two prevailing methods of allocating litigation
costs and fees. Under the American rule, each party in a lawsuit must pay its own
attorney’s fees. The English rule, in contrast, provides that the party who loses in
court pays the other party’s legal costs.187
Anti-SLAPP reform efforts in the U.S. have revised application of the American
rule, permitting recovery of costs by SLAPP defendants. But the burden imposed
on defendants to obtain recovery varies. New York’s anti-SLAPP law permits defendants to recover costs and fees, but only by “maintain[ing] an action, claim, cross
claim or counterclaim” to recover costs and attorney’s fees upon a showing that the
action was “commenced or continued without a substantial basis in fact and law.”188
Even if a defendant makes this showing, whether to grant an award remains at the
discretion of the court.189 California, on the other hand, provides for the mandatory
award of attorney’s fees and costs to a defendant who prevails on a special motion to
strike, though it also provides for the mandatory award of fees and costs to a plaintiff who survives such a motion if the court finds the motion “is frivolous or is solely
intended to cause unnecessary delay.”190 It would seem preferable to make awards
of fees and costs to SLAPP defendants mandatory, particularly rather than impose
additional litigation burdens on defendants.
Canada follows a variant of the English rule, whereby prevailing parties are usually
compensated only for costs “necessarily” required to conduct the litigation, which
generally amounts to about one-third of total costs.191 To fill this gap, the anti-SLAPP
law enacted in British Columbia in 2001 provided that if a defendant prevailed on
a motion for dismissal, the court could order the plaintiff to pay “all of the reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the defendant.”192 Even stronger, Ontario’s anti-SLAPP law automatically awards these costs to a prevailing defendant,193 as does
British Columbia’s 2019 law.194
One common criticism of fee-shifting provisions in anti-SLAPP laws is that they do
not support a target’s defense during the actual conduct of a suit.195 The SLAPP statute enacted in Québec addresses this concern by giving courts discretion, in case of
an improper use of procedure, to “order the initiator of the action or pleading to pay
to the other party, under pain of dismissal of the action or pleading, a provision for
the costs of the proceeding, if justified by the circumstances and if the court notes
that without such assistance the party’s financial situation would prevent it from
effectively arguing its case.”196 Both Sheldrick and Landry note that this is a discretionary provision, however, and express skepticism as to whether Québécois judges
can be relied upon to grant costs to SLAPP defendants.197
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e. Authorizing Government Intervention in SLAPPs
If fee-shifting provisions reduce costs facing SLAPP targets by allocating these costs
to filers, another way of reducing these costs is to invite governments to help bear
the burden of defense. Barker has argued that “[a]llowing government intervention
on behalf of SLAPP defendants could significantly reduce both the chilling effect
and the prohibitive expense to these defendants.”198 Indeed, the prospect of facing
government attorneys may by itself deter some would-be SLAPP filers. Utah’s anti-SLAPP law thus provides that “[a]ny government body to which the [defendant’s]
acts were directed or the attorney general may intervene to defend or otherwise
support the [defendant],”199 and Washington’s law similarly permits agency intervention in suits regarding communications to that agency.200

f. Establishing Public Funds to Support SLAPP Defense
Another method of defraying the costs of SLAPP defense is to provide public support for this defense. A Québécois commission reporting on SLAPPs recommended
establishing a public fund to assist with defense of SLAPP suits,201 though no such
fund was included in the anti-SLAPP bill ultimately enacted in Québec.202 We are
not aware of any public funding mechanism yet established to support SLAPP targets.

G. Imposing Compensatory and Punitive Damages on
SLAPP Filers
Some anti-SLAPP responses have aimed to deter the filing of these lawsuits by increasing the costs facing SLAPP filers. One method of doing this, exemplified by
laws in Québec and British Columbia (2001), is to permit SLAPP targets to recover
compensatory and punitive damages from filers.
Quebec’s law provides that “[o]n ruling on whether an action or pleading is improper, the court may order a provision for costs to be reimbursed, condemn a party to
pay, in addition to costs, damages in reparation for the prejudice suffered by another party, including the fees and extrajudicial costs incurred by that party, and,
if justified by the circumstances, award punitive damages.”203 In an apparently
unique204 refinement of this approach, Québec’s law specifically provides for corporate veil-piercing in the award of these damages: “If a legal person or an administrator of the property of another resorts to an improper use of procedure, the
directors and officers of the legal person who took part in the decision or the administrator may be ordered personally to pay damages.”205
The 2001 law enacted in British Columbia authorized a court, “on its own motion
or on the application of the defendant, [to] award punitive or exemplary damages
against the plaintiff” where a defendant satisfied the court that the conduct targeted by the suit constituted public participation and the suit had been brought for
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New York,209 Utah,210 and California,211 by contrast, do not authorize the award of damages in SLAPP suits either on motion of a
target or the court’s own initiative. Instead, the vehicle for such
awards is through a “SLAPP-Back” suit: “separate countersuits or
counterclaims to SLAPPs, usually for abuse of process or malicious prosecution.”212 SLAPP-Backs have serious limitations. The
relevant causes of action often include as an element that the underlying case terminated in the target’s favor,213 so that a SLAPPback cannot be filed until the SLAPP has not only concluded but
reached a disposition on the merits.214 And all SLAPP-Backs involve additional litigation, which will often be protracted, when
the goal of SLAPP responses should be to reduce the litigation
burdens placed on SLAPP targets.215

H. Levying Penalties on SLAPP Filers
Costs may be imposed on SLAPP filers not only through damages
awards, but through the levying of penalties. Anti-SLAPP legislation enacted in the ACT in Australia, for instance, provides that
if a court determines that a proceeding was brought against a defendant for an improper purpose in relation to conduct constituting public participation, “[t]he court may order the plaintiff to pay
to the Territory a financial penalty of not more than the amount
(if any) prescribed by regulation.”216 This provision has been criticized on the basis that these penalties are paid to the State, not to
defendants.217
A more effective sanction to be imposed on SLAPP filers may be
found in Québec’s anti-SLAPP law, which provides: “If the improper use of procedure results from a party’s quarrelsomeness,
the court may, in addition, prohibit the party from instituting legal proceedings except with the authorization of and subject to
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an improper purpose.206 Of note, this law also provided for interim awards to be posted with the court in case a defendant were
unable to make the showing above but was able to “satisf[y] the
court that there is a realistic possibility” that the conditions described above were met. Specifically, courts were authorized in
this case to order plaintiffs to provide, to the court, security in an
amount “sufficient to provide payment to the defendant of the
full amounts of the reasonable costs and expenses and punitive
or exemplary damages to which the defendant may become entitled,”207 thereby generating a “powerful disincentive” for plaintiffs
to delay proceedings or maintain a meritless suit.208
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the conditions determined by the chief judge or chief justice.”218 The prospect of
losing the ability to file suits generally would seem likely to concentrate the mind
of a would-be SLAPP filer, and could also serve as a valuable tool for courts dealing
with repeat filers of SLAPPs.

i. Reforming SLAPP Causes of Action
A final method of countering SLAPPs, attempted in Australia and New York, is to
revise the causes of action on which these suits are commonly based to make them
less susceptible to abuse.
In 2006, Australian states and territories passed uniform laws aimed at replacing
the prior “unworkable” system of multiple defamation laws nationwide.219 Among
other changes, the new laws barred defamation actions by private corporations employing ten or more employees.220 New York’s anti-SLAPP statute similarly revised
defamation law, providing that in all actions involving public petition and participation, a plaintiff must make the same heightened showing as would ordinarily
be required if the plaintiff were a public official seeking damages for defamatory
falsehoods relating to his or her official conduct.221
New York’s anti-SLAPP law, as already discussed, is narrow in scope,222 making it
difficult to evaluate whether its revision of the defamation standard has had an effect in discouraging SLAPPs. As for the reform of defamation laws in Australia,
Ogle notes that “corporations retained plenty of other instruments through which
to take legal action. … [F]or community activists, the new defamation laws simply
meant a change in the types of actions brought against them in some cases.”223 This
suggests a need, in revising SLAPP causes of action, to be mindful of the new forms
SLAPPs may take.

V. Policy Responses to SLAPPs in the Global South
The anti-SLAPP policy responses that have been implemented in Northern jurisdictions may be seen as attempts to reduce the financial and psychic costs of litigation suffered by SLAPP targets. By making clear that a SLAPP will likely fail, protections for public participation may relieve some of the psychic costs resulting from
the prospect of liability. Creating expedited dismissal procedures for SLAPPs, and
endowing courts with supplemental authorities to manage SLAPPs, help reduce
the aggregate costs of litigation. Permitting recovery of costs by SLAPP targets,
authorizing government intervention in SLAPPs, and establishing public funds to
support SLAPP defense all reduce the litigation costs facing SLAPP targets. And
imposing compensatory and punitive damages on SLAPP filers, levying penalties
on SLAPP filers, and reforming SLAPP causes of action all raise the costs of pursuing SLAPPs for filers.
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While fewer anti-SLAPP responses have been enacted in the Global South, notable
responses have been implemented in Thailand, the Philippines, and Indonesia. We
now consider these responses and how they compare to the Northern anti-SLAPP
approaches already described.

A. Thailand
In Thailand, the National Legislative Assembly has in recent years enacted two
amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code, Articles 161/1 and 165/2, aiming in
part to combat SLAPPs.224
Article 161/1, which entered into force on March 21, 2019, provides:
In a case filed by a private complainant, if it appears to the court –
or through examination of evidence called at trial – that the complainant has filed the lawsuit in bad faith or distorted facts in order
to harass or take undue advantage of a defendant, or to procure any
advantage to which the complainant is not rightfully entitled to, the
court shall order dismissal of the case, and forbid the complainant to
refile such case again.
The filing of a lawsuit in bad faith as stated in paragraph one includes incidents where the complainant intentionally violated a final
court’s orders or judgments in another case without providing any
appropriate reason.225
Article 165/2, which entered into force on February 20, 2019, states:
During the preliminary hearing, the defendant may submit to the
court a significant fact or law which may bring the court to the conclusion that the case before it lacks merit, and may include in the submission as evidence, persons, documents or materials to substantiate the defendant’s claims provided in the submission. In such case,
the court may call such persons, documents or materials to provide
evidence in its deliberation of the case as necessary and appropriate,
and the complainant and the defendant may examine this evidence
with the consent of the court.226
Though these reform efforts have been welcomed to some extent by advocacy organizations, they have also been subject to criticism. The International Commission
of Jurists (ICJ) and the Human Rights Lawyers Association (HRLA) note that Article
161/1 does not clearly define “bad faith,” does not specify that the purpose of the article is to protect the exercise of fundamental freedoms, leaves significant discretion
to the court, and is limited to criminal cases filed by private complainants. The ICJ
and HRLA express concern that the second paragraph of Article 161/1 may be used
to curtail access to justice. And these organizations observe that Article 161/1 does
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not appear to have yet been used to strike out any SLAPP cases, and that requests
for courts to apply this provision have sometimes not been considered.227 In an open
letter to the Thai Prime Minister, 89 advocacy organizations have similarly contended that Article 161/1 is “insufficient to address SLAPP suits generally in Thailand.”228
As for Article 165/2, the ICJ and HRLA note that this amendment “can assist the
court in determining where a case lacks merit,” but that it “applies only to criminal
cases filed by a private complainant.”229
In response to calls to take actions responsive to SLAPPs, the Thai government has
also pointed to Section 21 of the Public Prosecution Organ and Public Prosecutors Act, enacted in 2010, which provides:
Should a public prosecutor find that a criminal prosecution will be
of no use to the general public, will affect the national safety or security, or will impair significant interest of the State, he shall refer his
opinion to the Attorney-General who may then render an order of
non-prosecution.
The ICJ and HRLA have suggested that public prosecutors have thus far failed to use
their discretion under the law to reject meritless lawsuits early in proceedings.230
The 89 organizations signing the open letter to the Prime Minister have recommended that “the public prosecutor and the Attorney General’s Office be provided
with adequate resources and support to exercise their powers under Section 21.”231
These three anti-SLAPP instruments in Thailand – Articles 161/1 and 165/2 of the
Criminal Procedure Code, and Section 21 of the Public Prosecution Organ and Public
Prosecutors Act – echo SLAPP responses enacted in the North, with some variations.
All three provisions permit the expedited dismissal of cases, which should generally
function to reduce the aggregate costs of litigation. Article 161/1 permits courts to
dismiss cases that appear to have been filed in bad faith. However, the mechanism
set forth here relies exclusively on the sua sponte action of the court, as opposed to
the expedited dismissal mechanisms seen in the U.S. and Canada, which depend to
a greater extent on motions by defendants. Similarly, Article 165/2 provides defendants with a mechanism to show courts, at an early stage in the proceeding, that a
plaintiff’s claims lack merit. However, unlike expedited dismissal schemes in the
North, Article 165/2 does not appear to permit a defendant to seek dismissal based
on the protected nature of their conduct or the improper intent of the plaintiff (unless such arguments are relevant to showing that a claim lacks merit). Section 21
confers discretion on public prosecutors to bring about the rejection of meritless
criminal cases. This seems an extension of dismissal authorities conferred on judges
in Northern jurisdictions to a context where SLAPPs may include criminal cases, as
well.
A fourth anti-SLAPP reform in Thailand is also worth mentioning: in 2017, the
Computer Crimes Act was amended to bar its application to defamation offenses
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b. Philippines
In 2010, the Supreme Court of the Philippines promulgated Rules
of Procedure for Environmental Cases.234 Rules 6 and 19 address SLAPPs, defined as “an action whether civil, criminal or
administrative, brought against any person, institution or any
government agency or local government unit or its officials and
employees, with the intent to harass, vex, exert undue pressure
or stifle any legal recourse that such person, institution or government agency has taken or may take in the enforcement of environmental laws, protection of the environment or assertion of
environmental rights.”235
Rule 6, applicable in civil cases, provides that “[i]n a SLAPP filed
against a person involved in the enforcement of environmental
laws, protection of the environment, or assertion of environmental rights, the defendant may file an answer interposing as
a defense that the case is a SLAPP,” where this answer “shall be
supported by documents, affidavits, papers and other evidence.”236
In a hearing on this defense, “[t]he party seeking the dismissal of
the case must prove by substantial evidence that his acts for the
enforcement of environmental law is a legitimate action for the
protection, preservation and rehabilitation of the environment,”
while “[t]he party filing the action assailed as a SLAPP shall prove
by preponderance of evidence that the action is not a SLAPP and
is a valid claim.”237 Rule 6 permits a court to dismiss an action –
though the Rule does not appear to make dismissal mandatory,
even if the SLAPP target is able to make the requisite showing
and the SLAPP filer cannot – and also permits a SLAPP target to
file a counterclaim seeking damages, attorney’s fees, and costs of
suit.238
Rule 19, applicable in criminal cases, provides that “[u]pon the
filing of an information in court and before arraignment, the accused may file a motion to dismiss on the ground that the criminal
action is a SLAPP.” In a hearing on this defense, the burdens are
the same as those set forth in Rule 6, but Rule 19 additionally provides that a court shall grant the dismissal motion only if the ac-
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already existing in the Criminal Code.232 HRLA reports that use of
the Act together with defamation charges has been declining since
enactment of this amendment.233 This amendment would thus
appear to constitute an effective instance of reforming SLAPP
causes of action to make them less susceptible to abuse.
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cused is able to establish that the “criminal case has been filed with intent to harass,
vex, exert undue pressure or stifle any legal recourse that any person, institution or
the government has taken or may take in the enforcement of environmental laws,
protection of the environment or assertion of environmental rights.”239
Rules 6 and 19 thus set forth expedited dismissal mechanisms, with Rule 6 making
additional provision for the recovery of costs and damages by SLAPP targets. Rule 6
appears to require a SLAPP target to make some initial showing, “supported by documents, affidavits, papers and other evidence,” that the case against it was brought
“with the intent to harass, vex, exert undue pressure or stifle any legal recourse” relating to environmental advocacy, whereupon the burden shifts to the filer to show that
the case is not a SLAPP (provided the target can show the acts targeted are legitimately
“for the protection, preservation and rehabilitation of the environment”). Rule 19 permits a SLAPP target to bring a motion to dismiss, apparently without any initial showing, but in the hearing on the motion the SLAPP target retains the burden of showing
the case was brought with the intent of interfering with environmental advocacy.
Both Rules employ an “improper purpose” approach along the lines of those followed
in Utah, British Columbia (2001), and Québec, albeit only with respect to a specific
“protected class” of underlying conduct (acts for the enforcement of environmental law). A novel feature of these Rules is the requirement that a SLAPP target justify
the legitimacy of the conduct giving rise to the SLAPP. On the one hand, this could
be viewed simply as a scoping requirement which ensures that the SLAPP defense is
being interposed in the context intended, i.e., in a suit arising from genuine environmental advocacy. On the other hand, mandating that a SLAPP target show that its underlying conduct was “legitimate” imposes additional burdens on such targets, when
the aim of anti-SLAPP responses should generally be to reduce the burdens and costs
faced by these parties. This requirement also invites hearings on the SLAPP defense to
focus on the merits of the target’s conduct instead of the vexatious nature of the proceedings brought by the filer. A better approach might be to permit a SLAPP target to
merely plead (without adducing evidence) that the suit arises from “legitimate action
for the protection, preservation and rehabilitation of the environment,” whereupon
the burden would shift to the filer to show that this is not the case.
Commentators enthusiastically welcomed these Rules at the time of their promulgation.240 In the years since the Rules of Procedure were issued, there does not appear to have been a review of Rule 6 or 19’s efficacy in combatting SLAPPs. However, given the significant number of SLAPPs reported in the Philippines in 2006-07
and the smaller number of reported SLAPPs uncovered by our survey after 2010, it
is at least plausible that the Rules have been effective in discouraging the filing of
SLAPPs. As noted above, the suit filed in 2009 by the state Department of Environment and Natural Resources against members of the indigenous Ifugao community,
alleging that they had occupied forest lands illegally, was ultimately dismissed pursuant to a motion filed under Rule 19.241
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Suits and Strategic Legal Action Against Public
Participation [(SLAPP)] and the Enforcement
of this Act. – Where a suit is brought against a
person who filed an action as provided in Sec. 52
of this Act, or against any person, institution or
government agency that implements this Act, it
shall be the duty of the investigating prosecutor
or the Court, as the case may be, to immediately
make a determination not exceeding thirty (30)
days whether said legal action has been filed to harass, vex, exert undue pressure or stifle such legal
recourses of the person complaining of or enforcing the provisions of this Act. Upon determination
thereof, evidence warranting the same, the Court
shall dismiss the case and award attorney’s fees
and double damages. …
Like anti-SLAPP measures in other jurisdictions, and the Rules
of Procedure for Environmental Cases, Sections 43 and 53 create expedited dismissal mechanisms – but the specific nature of
these mechanisms represents a real innovation in anti-SLAPP responses. Unlike mechanisms triggered by the filing of a motion or
raising of a defense by a target, or which merely authorize courts
or prosecutors to dismiss problematic litigation, Sections 43 and
53 require the investigating prosecutor or the court to determine
whether any legal action falling within their coverage constitutes
a SLAPP, and to dismiss the action and award attorney’s fees and
double damages in case of an affirmative determination.244 Furthermore, this determination must be made within an expedited
timeframe. This approach seems well-calculated to reduce litigation burdens on SLAPP targets (which need not take affirmative
action to trigger judicial or prosecutorial review) while addressing
the customary reticence of courts and prosecutors to make use of
dismissal authorities granted to them (inasmuch as their review
is mandatory). Unfortunately, there does not appear to have yet
been a general review of how well these mechanisms have worked
in practice.
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The Rules of Procedure did not represent the first attempt by
the Filipino legal system to respond to the threat of SLAPPs. The
Philippine Clean Air Act of 1999, at Section 43,242 and the Ecological Solid Waste Management Act of 2000, at Section 53,243
both included identical provisions addressing SLAPPs:
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c. Indonesia
In Indonesia, Article 66 of the 2009 Environmental Protection and Management Law provides that “Everybody struggling for a right to proper and healthy
environment may not be charged with criminal or civil offense.”245 Unfortunately,
this provision has been interpreted to extend protection only against suits arising
out of formal complaints by petitioners.246 An article in the 2013 Forest Degradation Prevention and Mitigation Law further bars suits based on the submission
of a report or information relevant to the scope of the law, thus protecting expert
testimony in court.247 In 2018, the Indonesian Ministry of Environment and Forestry reported that it was preparing guidelines that would interpret Article 66 more
broadly, to apply to environmental activism and prevent frivolous cases from being
heard in court,248 and make the application of existing laws more clear. These guidelines do not appear to have yet been issued, however, and environmental activists
have expressed concern that a ministerial regulation would not compel law enforcers outside the Ministry to enforce anti-SLAPP articles in existing law.249
Both the 2009 and 2013 laws provide protections for public participation – by providing immunity from suit based on the filing of a complaint to vindicate environmental interests, and immunizing expert testimony in court, respectively – which
should reduce the uncertainty and risk generated by SLAPPs. This was the first approach discussed in our analysis of Northern anti-SLAPP responses. It also appears
that the proposed guidelines interpreting the 2009 law will provide for expedited
dismissal of frivolous cases, though at the present time it is not clear how this mechanism would specifically operate.

VI. Devising Future Responses to SLAPPs in
the Global South
Clearly, SLAPPs pose a serious threat to the exercise of fundamental freedoms in
the South, particularly for activists, CSOs, journalists, and community members
who dare to criticize powerful entities. At the same time, there is a sizable body of
experience regarding policies that can be implemented to counter SLAPPs, with responsive reforms already effected in Thailand, the Philippines, and Indonesia. What
recommendations can we make regarding future responses aimed at addressing
SLAPPs in the South?
Our first recommendation would be to exhibit care in designing and advancing these responses. Hastily constructed policy responses may be turned to ends
other than those originally intended. Critics of anti-SLAPP responses in the U.S.,
for instance, have claimed that state anti-SLAPP statutes have been applied to civil
rights and discrimination claims, as “clever lawyer[s]” have done their “best to find
a way to characterize a claim as a SLAPP suit.”250 Whether or not these claims are
accurate, we would suggest that a basic principle in devising anti-SLAPP responses
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in the South should be to “do no harm” to efforts to use courts to
achieve justice and accomplish social change. Certain Southern
jurisdictions, such as India251 and South Africa,252 already have
vigorous traditions of public interest litigation, while other jurisdictions are still attempting to develop these traditions.253 It
is critical that such litigation not be inadvertently hampered by
attempts at reform. Furthermore, any responses should account
for the fact that local courts may exhibit limited independence or
be subject to improper influence. In these cases it is important to
consider whether expanded authorities will be wielded appropriately by courts.
A second recommendation would be to focus initial anti-SLAPP efforts on bolstering protections for public participation. Enshrining such a right at the constitutional level provides a basis on which to defend against SLAPP suits, while also
making the priority of this right clear to the judiciary. It may also
be advisable to enact specific immunity for conduct constituting
participation in official proceedings, such as bringing suits or giving testimony. These steps are unlikely, by themselves, to address
all the negative effects of SLAPPs, but they will help ensure that
SLAPPs are ultimately subject to dismissal while also generating
opportunities to convene anti-SLAPP coalitions around advocacy
on this issue.
A third recommendation would be to reform defamation
laws, especially laws regarding criminal defamation. As
prominent advocacy organizations, including Amnesty International, Article 19, Forum Asia, Human Rights Watch, and the International Commission of Jurists, have noted in an open letter:
Under international human rights law, including
the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR) … imprisonment for acts of defamation is inherently disproportionate and therefore can never be an appropriate sanction. The UN
Human Rights Committee, the body tasked with
overseeing the implementation of the ICCPR, has
recommended that States decriminalize defamation, and has clarified that defamation laws must
ensure they do not serve, in practice, to contravene
the rights to freedom of expression and information protected under article 19 of the Covenant.254
The African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights has sim-

Summary of
Recommendations
RECOMMENDATION ONE
Exhibit care in designing and
advancing these responses.
RECOMMENDATION TWO
Focus initial anti-SLAPP efforts on
bolstering protections for public
participation.
RECOMMENDATION THREE
Reform defamation laws, especially
laws regarding criminal defamation.
RECOMMENDATION FOUR
Implement expedited dismissal
procedures, cost-shifting, and damages
provisions in defamation cases.
RECOMMENDATION FIVE
For defamation claims filed for purposes of harassment, the court should
have the authority to impose additional penalties on filers.
RECOMMENDATION SIX
Reforms should be accomplished by
legislative act or presidential or prime
ministerial decree.
RECOMMENDATION SEVEN

Studies should further assess the
prevalence and nature of SLAPPs in
Southern jurisdictions.
RECOMMENDATION EIGHT

Authorities and activists should explore novel policy responses tailored
to local contexts.
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ilarly called on “States Parties to repeal criminal defamation laws or insult laws
which impede freedom of speech.”255
Defamation laws should be reformed to make defamation an exclusively civil claim,
and to provide that on matters of public interest or involving public participation,
liability may be found only where the complained-of communication was made
with knowledge of falsity or reckless disregard as to the truth the communication.
To the extent abolition of criminal liability for defamation is not feasible, procedures should be reformed to provide that criminal defamation proceedings may be
initiated solely by public prosecutors, or to mandate expedited review of criminal
defamation complaints by prosecutors, with immediate dismissal of cases found to
be without merit or to have been filed for purposes of harassment.
A fourth recommendation would be to implement expedited dismissal procedures, cost-shifting mechanisms, and damages provisions in defamation
cases arising out of non-commercial communications on matters of public
interest. Such procedures should have several key features:
•

Defendants, courts, and prosecutors should each have the ability to initiate
expedited dismissal procedures. These procedures should be automatically
triggered in especially sensitive proceedings (such as suits brought in response to efforts to enforce laws).

•

Procedures should provide for mandatory dismissal, on a specified timetable, upon a pleading that a defamation claim arises out of communications
on a matter of public interest – unless the filer can show specific cause that
the case should proceed. This specific cause should include a showing that
the claim does not arise out of covered communications.

•

Limited evidence-gathering procedures should be available, but only upon
order of the court.

•

Courts should automatically award the full costs of participating in a suit to
a defendant upon dismissal. Where a defendant shows financial hardship
preventing effective defense of a case, moreover, a court should be authorized to order that a plaintiff advance costs to the defendant.

•

A court should be authorized to award damages, upon application of the defendant and without further proceedings, where the court determines that a
claim was filed for purposes of harassment.

Fifth, where a court or prosecutor finds a defamation claim was filed for purposes of harassment, the court should have the authority to impose damages
directly upon the organizational officers responsible for the decision to file
suit, where the claim was filed by a legal person. Furthermore, in these cases,
the filer should be barred from filing additional claims arising out of the communications giving rise to suit, or related communications by other actors. A filer should
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be able to overcome this bar only by demonstrating that the new claims advanced
are not being filed for an improper purpose.
Sixth, reforms should be accomplished by legislative act or presidential or
prime ministerial decree, as opposed to ministerial action, to make clear that
they apply to all cases and not just those within a specific ministry’s purview.
The application of these changes to all proceedings before all tribunals should be
made clear in the implementing instrument, and the government should inform
police officers, prosecutors, and judicial officials at the central and provincial level
regarding the effect of these changes.
Seventh, further study should be undertaken to assess the prevalence of
SLAPPs in Southern jurisdictions, and to identify other causes of action which
should be subject to reforms similar to those outlined in the third, fourth,
fifth, and sixth recommendations above. The other causes of action should be
those which present a high risk of being used to discourage the exercise of fundamental freedoms. Cybercrime laws will constitute a particularly likely candidate for
reform in some jurisdictions. Furthermore, where SLAPPs are generally prevalent
in a jurisdiction and are being brought based on a variety of causes of action, broader reforms not linked to specific causes of action may be warranted.
Finally, authorities and activists should explore novel policy responses which
address deficits and gaps in the approaches implemented to date in the North
and South, or which better respond to the specific characteristics of SLAPPs
in local contexts. In some jurisdictions, for example, it may be advisable to establish objective criteria for damages claims in cases, such as those based on defamation or cyber-crime, where the non-material character of the harm alleged makes
exorbitant claims more likely. In other contexts, it may be appropriate to set out features by which judges or prosecutors might recognize SLAPPs, in order to facilitate
their early dismissal. Thus, authorities might be instructed to consider dismissal
where suits seek excessive damages in the context of extreme asymmetry between
the resources available to the filers and targets, or where legal proceedings form
part of a broader public campaign to smear or intimidate the targets of the suit.
As Southern jurisdictions pursue innovative approaches in their efforts to respond
to SLAPPs, the opportunities for inter-jurisdictional learning will only increase –
thus increasing the likelihood of devising and implementing effective responses to
SLAPPs.
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